Gemalto CR100/100M MRZ Swipe Readers

Efficient and easy-to-use readers in a small footprint
Gemalto CR100/100M MRZ Swipe Readers offers

- The ability to read codeline data from passports, IDs and other Machine Readable Travel Documents (MRTDs)
- The ability to read three-track magnetic cards
- Simple hand-swipe operation, requiring minimal operator training
- Fast, accurate data capture
- A small footprint; it can be integrated into small bank counter or cash desk environments

A broad range of reading capabilities, including:

- **OCR Reading** (Both CR100 and CR100M)
  - All passports, ID cards and visas which comply with ICAO Document 9303
  - Other documents with ICAO style codelines

- **MSR Reading** (CR100M only)
  - Credit cards
  - Frequent traveler cards
  - US Driver’s Licenses
  - Loyalty Cards

Fast, accurate data capture for many applications:

- Banking
- Border Management
- Car rental agencies
- Hotels
- Law enforcement
- Retail
- Transportation

Efficient, easily adaptable design:

- Small in size; requires very little desk space
- Cable exit point is user selectable
- Can be mounted on PDAs or other devices using customer designed bracket
- Can be attached to a cash register, display, keyboard or other equipment using 3M™ Dual Lock™ Reclosable Fasteners
- Desktop mount (optional)